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HIGH EFFICIENCY KINETIC-ALFVEN-WAVE CURRENT DRIVE 

S. Puri and R . Wilhelm 
Max-Planck Institut fUr Plasmaphysik, EURATOM Association, 

Garching bei Munchen, Federal Republic of Germany 

Non-inductive current drive for attaining steady-state operation is a significant 
feature of the future Tokamak devices such as NET and ITER. However, the poor 
current-drive efficiency h = Rn201 I P :S 0.4) of the schemes presently under consid
eration limits the fusion power gain to P/uaion/ P au:dlio"lI ...... 5, which is an order of 
magnitude lower than the requirements of an economic fusion reactor ]11. 

In this paper we show that the combination of bootstrap cu rrent [2] and opt i
mized antenna parameters can lead to high efficiency kinetic-Alfven-wave current drive 
in rea~tor-grade plasmas with elongated cross lections. The optimal parameters include 
(i) finite, non-zero azimuthal wave number m = 1, (ii) large toroidal wave number 
n = 5 .- 8, (Hi) an antenna array consisting of at least n elements with adjacent ele
ments phased 11' /2 apart, (ivLFaraday shielding, and (v) plasma cross-sect ion elongation 
E > 1.5, which together with the finite p, helps in moderating the trapped-particle ef
fects by locating the resonance close to the plasma axis. 
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Figure 1 shows the qualitative Alfven-wave dispersion characteristics in a s lab 
geometry for kJl = O. The plasma density and temperature are assumed to increase 
along x and the magnetic field is in the z direction. fz:. f", and fa are the components 
of the dielectric tensor f. n = k / ko• and fL,R = fz: ± if", . The propagating cold-plasma 
torsional Alfven wave (TOR) becomes the evanescent hot-plasma KIN at ~ = vp/ Vt ::::: 1 
which typically occurs close to the plasma edge for Te -- 100eV. Near the Alfven layer 
at fz = n:. KIN assumes a propagating character and is subject to strong Landau 
damping. The Alfven re80nance fz: = n; is approached via coupling to the weakly 
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evanescent compressional Alfven wave (COM). Near the Alfven layer, the evanescent 
COM launched by the antenna partly couples to the propagating COM in the plasma 

interior and partly converts to the propagating KIN via the process of wave conversion 
[3j. The energy coupled to KIN is readily assimilated through electron Landau damping 
giving r ise to plasma heating and current drive [3,41. 

The success of this scheme is critically dependent upon two factors, namely, (i) 
the launching of COM with a minimum of evanescence between the antenna and the 
Alfven layer, and (ii) efficient wave conversion from COM to KIN near the Alfven layer . 
These happen to be con tradictory requ irements: The first is best satisfied at low values 
of m and n, while the second demands the choice of finite m = 1, and large n = 5 - 8 

values 15,61. 
The requirement of a finite azimuthal wave number m = 1 and a large toroidal 

wave number n = 5 - 8 imposes the serious penalty of limited radial access of the 
antenna energy into the plasma due to the increased evanescence experienced by COM. 
Acc.eptable antenna coupling (Q ..... 15) is feasible only for the resonance layer location 
ro > 0.6711, corresponding to a penetration depth p = 0.33a + d, where a is the plasma 
radi us and d is t he antenna-plasma separation 15,61. Current drive confined to the outer 
one-third plasma radius would be undesirable . The present trend towards elongated 
plasma cross-sections together with the shift in the plasma axis due to finite {3 effects 
in reactor-grade plasmas radically improves this dismal outlook. 

For the elliptical plasma cross-section of elongation E: (Fig.2)' the antenna radius 

is given by 

(I) 

The increase in the antenna radius leads to a reduc tion in the wave evanescene. Since the 
penetration depth p is considerably less than the antenna radius, a reasonab le estimate 
of p is possible using the slab approximation corrected for the cylindrical geometry. Let 
kll = ;-- 1 and kz: = n(R + r) - I, where ;- = r A - (a + d) + rand R is the plasma major 
radius. The wave evanescence causes a steady decrease of the wave amplitude as we 

move away from the antenna. The energy density at the resonance position ro, relative 
to its value at the antenna surface is G = exp( - r) , where 

l +Pd 

r = 2ia I k.(p)dp. (2) 

" 
P = r/a, Po = ro /a, Pd = dla, k~ .is given by the approximate COM dispersion re lat ion 

(3) 

and l~ = 1 + (n; - 1)(1 - p2) / (1 - P5) for a parabolic density profile. G is plotted as a 
function of Po and E: for n = 6 in Fig.3, assuming A = Rla = 4. Pd = 0.1, and n; ~ 1. 
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As E increases from 1 to 2, Po can be lowered from 0.67 to 0.37 keeping the antenna 

coupling unchanged. 
Further enhancement in the penetration of antenna energy into the pla.sma in

t.erior is contributed by the finite fJ in reactor-grade plasmas. Finite fJ is accompanied 
by an outward shift of the plasma axis which for the reactor parameters may amount 
to as much as a quarter of the plasma radius . Thus, it would be possible to locate the 
resonant. layer at. Po ~ 0.12, Le., practically the entire plasma volume is access ible for 
the KIN current. drive. 
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The current density induced in the plasma is related to the power density by 

.( ) , u(Z)O(p, A)P(p) 
JP'" ()' m lIei(P)VA P 

(4) 

where VA.{p) is the local Alfven speed, v.;(p) is the Spitzer collision frequency, 
a = (1 + Vei/Vee) - l = (1 + O.5Z)-1 is the fract ion of the subthermal wave momen

tum transferred to the bulk-plasma electrons, while n = [1 - (p /A)1 /2} 2 is the efficacy 
of ohmic current drive [71 available from the momentum contained in the bulk-plasma 
electrons. Physically the two-step process consists of storing canonical angular momen
tum in the trapped particles by Ware [81 pinch and subsequent release via inverse Ware 
pinch, with the fraction aO of the canonical angular momentum delivered by the wave 
supplying the current drive. In so far as the bootstrap current too originates from the re
lease of stored canonical angular momentum, only the fraction (aO/ Be)(p/ Ap/2Tdn/ dT 
may be available as the net plasma current . The current-drive efficiency becomes 

, 

~= 

u(Z) f j (p)p dp 
<n20>e 0 

211" m I f n- ' (p, A)v,,(p)VA (p)j(p)p dp 

(5) 

n 
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where < nZQ > X l020 m - 3 is the volume-averaged plasma density. Equation (5) does 
not include the contribution of the boots trap current [21 h to the tota l plasma current 
lp. In the presence of the boots trap current, the demands on the current dr ive in the 
unfavorable outer region are significantly diminished. Maximum current-drive efficiency 
would be obta ined if the wave driven seed current I , = Jp - It, is spread with a constant 

densi ty i. in t he region 0 ~ p :$; P. ~ "jI./qa 1p, where qo is the safety fador at 
the plasma boundary and 1. = (2 / J.lo f T)Bt is the highest current dens ity cons istent 
with the MHO stability requitement q ;::: 1. Assuming ne(P) = n.;o( l - p2)Xn and 
Te(P) = Tea(l - p2)XT' yie lds the seed-current-drive efficiency 

_ 13.SJ1 1/2 q( Z) < {3 > 1/ 2< TkeV > XT + 1 ( 1) 1/2 ~ '8 - Z < In A > X'n + 1 X'n + XT + , (6) 

where Il is the atomic mass number, < {J > is the volume-averaged toroidal (J, < Tk,v > 
is t he volume-averaged e lectron temperature in keV. and < In A > is the weighted 
Coulomb logar ithm. The profile and t rapped-par ticle effects a re contained in 

P. 

J pdp 

<il(p8. Q ,A) =p 0 

j(l ~ p') - . [1 ~ (p/A) ' !'] 
o 

, 
pdp 

(7) 

where, 0: = 1.5XT - 0.5Xn. The pertinent figure of merit is contained in the effective 
current-drive efficiency 

(8) 

Figure 4 is a plot of "'t . and "I I as a function of Pe and Cl: for A = 4 , Xn = 1, 
X'T = 1.5, Il = 2.5, < {J >= 0.05, < n,v >= 15, Z = 1.5, q(l = 3.5 and < In A >= 17 . 
For 0 .10::; h / l p ::; 0.90 (ind icated along the I curves in Fig.4) . 0.50 ;::: P8 ;::: 0.17, 
and 1.75 ::; "'tell ::; 27:0. Although the uncertainty in h / 1p precludes a more precise 
estimate of lell, kinetic-Alfven-wave current drive promises to be a highly credible 
proposition and merits ca.reful consideration. 
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